Driven by the demand for affordable clean energy, many light trapping strategies to enhance thin film solar cells have been explored. The development of nanofabrication technology supported this drive by enabling us to access many wavelength scale photonic phenomena useful for light trapping. However, no single photonic phenomena can be relied upon to improve light absorption in the whole spectral range of interest as they tend to be effective only in a limited wavelength range. Furthermore, the requirements of different photonic phenomena for optimum enhancement often conflict with each other. Thus, one can never excite utilize them simultaneously with great efficiency with just a single photonic element.
Here, we discuss light trapping strategies that combine different photonic structures which provide coherent and incoherent scattering effects. Dual interface grating structures (DIGs) and combined front grating-back diffuser structures will be presented. By having multiple light trapping elements in a solar cell, we have more flexibility in optimizing each structure as we can split the functionality. Firstly we will show a light trapping strategy that utilize DIGs in which we combine a front and back grating together. This strategy aims especially to enhance thin film cells of a few wavelengths thick and less through mainly utilizing guided modes. We demonstrate that more and different kinds of guided modes can be efficiently excited with DIGs. Here, we discuss the usage of a back metal grating together with a front dielectric grating to enhance thin film a-Si and c-Si cells though there are other possible combinations. We will discuss how additional modification of the DIGs by introducing dual periodicity and blazing enables it to further outperform single grating configurations. Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the schematic of the DIGs. In Fig. 1(c) we see that the DIGS configuration could greatly enhance absorption by enabling high coupling efficiency to many guided modes.
Secondly, we show a light trapping strategy which combines front gratings with diffusers at the back. This strategy is aimed to enhance thin film cells with thickness beyond a few wavelengths and thus beyond the coherence length of sunlight. We demonstrate how the combined structure can outperform single element configurations. Fig. 2(a) shows the schematic of the combined structure. Fig. 2(b) shows the total reflectance for the combined structure as compared to single element configurations calculated under partial coherent conditions. It can be seen that the combined structure suppress the reflectance significantly better than the single element configurations. The effect of specular reflection and other geometrical parameters of the structure will be presented 
